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Crystallizing One-Part
Dye Stain Remover
Description
Red Vanish is a ONE-PART dye stain remover. When used according to directions, it is very effective on many
dye stains. It is especially effective on Red Dye #40 which is found in powdered drinks, medicines, and
many food products. Unlike competiive two-part products, Red Vanish has a virtually indefinite shelf life.

Applications
May be used on all colorfast synthetic carpet including nylon, polypropylene & polyester. May be used on
commercial, residential, looped, cut pile, cut & loop, plush, etc. For Wool, use “ Red Vanish for Wool” .

Directions
Test all carpeting for color fastness before applying any carpet cleaning product.

General Information:
Red Vanish can be used with or without heat with excellent results. Using heat will speed up the process, but will also increase
the risk of bleaching. See TIP below for using without heat.
Application:
>Shake before using.
>Apply Red Vanish generously to the stain undiluted.
>Agitate with a blunt object such as a bone scraper.
USING WITH HEAT:
Please note: Heat will speed up the stain removal process, but will also increase the risk of bleaching the carpet. When using
heat apply Red Vanish liberally, set a household type iron on the lowest setting. Place a wet towel over the stain and place
the iron on the towel. Check every 10 - 20 seconds to monitor progress. Stop the procedure if any sign of bleaching occurs.
TIP: An even better heat source is a wallpaper remover/steamer... (The use of a towel isn’t necessary when using a steamer.)
USING WITHOUT HEAT:
Apply Red Vanish. If the stain can’t be removed after several minutes dwell time, reapply and cover with plastic to slow down
the drying. Most stains can then be easily removed with a good spotter and an absorbent towel two to twenty four hours
later.
See product label and MSDS for additional information and instructions.

TIP: Many times the use of heat with Red Vanish can be avoided by simply treating individual stains during your preinspection while the carpet is still dry. Quite frequently when it comes time to clean that area, Red Vanish will have
already removed or reduced the treated stains to the point they can be easily removed with your cleaning system of
choice or any good spot remover.

Benefits
! Will not attract soil.
! Crystallizes to a powder upon drying.
! Very convenient (No Mixing.
! Virtually indefinitie shelf-life.
! Cost effective .
! Works on many dye stains.
! Freeze-Thaw stable.
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Other Info
Stability............................... Freeze-Thaw Stable
Packaging............................... Pints, Quarts, 1 gal bottles (4 per
case)
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